
Jesse Richards Product and UX leader working to 
move tech and the world forward

• Worked with Product Managers on intensive 6-month research project  
into the nature of workplace learning, leading to innovative new ideas

• Moved up to lead entire Product and Engineering team to recreate our 
product from the ground up with that industry-disrupting new direction 

• Worked closely with cofounder to rejuvenate Product–Engineering culture 
into a tight single team (“The Forest”) with collaborative agile principles 

• Created and led new UX group to infuse user-centered design thinking 
and user testing into the organization

• Expanded to lead visual Design team as well, advocating for and art  
directing a corporate brand redesign and rollout

• Redesigned B2B healthcare platform that skins health insurance sites, 
iterating on a full prototype with clients and end users

• Redesigned B2C side of business with new mobile and desktop products 
based on finding not just doctors but all local health resources

• Introduced clean consumer design standards into one of the most  
anti-user-friendly industries (health insurance)

• Coordinated a corporate brand refresh

• As first Product hire, built out Product team for this startup building social 
media promotion apps

• Steered product direction from a collection of disparate apps to a unified, 
robust platform focusing on innovative social analytics

• Pioneered additional Facebook, Twitter, and Pinterest-based mobile apps
• Maintained product roadmap and backlog, planned sprints, spoke with 

clients, conceived product ideas, and tracked success

• Launched a new web app within the IAC family of companies, a private 
social network for sharing your life story with family

• Drove overall product direction along with all UX wireframes, pivoting  
quickly to find product-market fit with a beautiful storybook interface

• Innovated personal timeline and map (shortly before Facebook did)
• TIME Magazine Top 10 web sites of 2011
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Grovo - Director of Product & UX 2015–now

Vitals - Director of UX 2013–2015

Offerpop - Director of Product 2012–2013

Proust - Director of Product 2010–2012

Creative and collaborative product leader with the goal of growing,  
mentoring and inspiring a world-class product team. For 15 years, has  
worked hard to make technology easy, useful, and fun for users. Extremely 
self-motivated and organized, wields a calm and optimistic passion to lead 
teams that reliably exceed expectations. Proud to be a New Yorker and strive 
towards the city’s standard of hard-working, bold, multidisciplinary creators.

“Some of my favorite memories of the past 
three years have been working with Jesse at 
Grovo. Jesse led or co-led large projects in-
cluding the redesign and rethink of our core 
product offering, the complete rebrand of 
the company, and the found-
ing of ‘The Forest’. Jesse is a 
valuable asset for anyone to 
have on their team.” 

- Nick Narodny
   Co-founder, Grovo

“Jesse’s fast pace and diligent work ethic 
set the bar for myself and our team. An idea 
in Jesse’s hands instantly comes to life on 
paper and from that sketch he can manage 
a collaborative process that ensures full-
team buy-in and a product that doesn’t 
miss a detail. I never miss an 
opportunity to sing Jesse’s 
praises and am thankful for 
having his talent to lean on 
as we built Proust from the 
ground up.” 

- Tom Cortese
   Co-founder of Proust, and Peloton

“Jesse has a friendly, calming and quiet 
confidence that resonated cross-functionally 
throughout the whole company. His passion 
and eye for designing a fluid, 
modern and comfortable 
user experience was evident 
in the product, a source of 
pride for the entire team.” 

- Drew Koloski
   Lead Recruiter, Offerpop

“At Vitals, I hired Jesse onto my multi-disci-
plinary product team. Bringing his deep UX 
expertise, art background, and human- 
centered methods, Jesse really stood out  
as a great team player and leader. He  
voices his point of view  
directly while balancing 
feedback and finding 
common ground to move 
forward. He’s a pleasure  
to have on any team.” 

- Orlena Yeung
    Chief Product & Marketing Officer, Vitals



• Author of The Secret Peace: Exposing the Positive Trend of World Events
• Nonfiction book takes a historical view of humanity’s long-term progress 

and is based on over 4,000 sources
• Since 2008, maintain blog of current events at www.secretpeace.com

Author published 2010

Jesse Richards
• Led Acquisition scrum team: streamlined sign up flows and implemented 

Facebook Connect and social sharing for this well-known groups tool
• Led total site redesign and front-end code refactor
• Designed all templates for group customization feature
• Led a team to implement automization of recurring Meetup groups,  

a complex challenge that required deep code changes. Within two  
months, 29 percent of groups were using the feature

• Started as UI Developer and moved up to creative lead for all projects,  
for this small web design agency serving hundreds of clients

• Met with clients in diverse industries, wrote proposals and estimates
• Brainstormed site strategy and features with each client, both during an 

initial project and then over years of ongoing maintenance and updates
• Oversaw project management and production, leading a team of designers 

and engineers and managing over 25 jobs at any given time
• Designed our own custom internal project tracking tool

• Started Central Park Sketching Meetup Group to gain user insight while 
working at Meetup, at www.meetup.com/sketching

• Now the largest art meetup in the world with 6,000 members

• Product strategy, leadership, user experience, project management
• Product design, wireframes, prototypes, information architecture
• Scripting, facilitating, and analyzing user tests and client interviews
• HTML/CSS, Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Sketch, writing
• Experienced public speaker at conferences and schools on topics  

such as global trends, peace, design, and critical thinking
• Member, American Mensa
• Featured in iPad for Artists, ILEX Press, 2012

• BA, Drew University, NJ — Fine art/writing
• Editor, University newspaper and literary magazine
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Meetup - Product Manager 2007–2010

Need2Know - Creative Director 2002–2007

Group Organizer 2007–present

Expertise

Education

“Jesse is an excellent strategic thinker. He 
has high standards and a wonderful sense 
of humor. He’s a fantastic artist and a gifted 
writer. He’s such a pleasure 
to have around, as well as 
a great leader and team 
builder. I can’t say enough 
fabulous things about him.” 

- Andrea Murphy
   Community Engagement 
   Manager, Meetup

“I love the thesis, and believe 
it. Jesse makes the case  
forcefully. ... It cheered  
me up!” 

- Esther Dyson
   Author, Angel Investor;
   Review of The Secret Peace

“Jesse started with our company in its early 
stages and became one of the most import-
ant assets to the company and its growth. 
Jesse quickly rose from a good employee to 
the person who helped me run the company. 
He is loyal, very smart and 
hard working. When times 
were tough he always  
pitches in beyond the job 
description. Jesse is a major 
asset, period.” 

- Jon Zack
   Founder & CEO, Need2Know Inc.

“Jesse possesses a remarkable ability to 
organize, coordinate, and direct people 
and events with an easy, becalm grace. He 
fosters a diverse community into one of the 
largest and most cohesive Meetup groups 
in NYC, all without breaking stride from his 
friendly but authoritative leadership. He 
cultivates an atmosphere 
of knowledge-sharing and 
fun that makes this artist 
community one of the very 
best NYC offers.” 

- Mia Balaquiot
   Assistant Art Director, Andrij Borys;
   Member, Central Park Sketching

Product and UX leader working to 
move tech and the world forward


